Let T be an ergodic measure preserving transformation of a Lebesgue measure space (Q, 23, P), P(O)=1, that is, Tis a one to one mapping from Q onto itself, bimeasurable (T9J = 93), measure preserving (P(T" 1 A) = P(A) for A in S3) and ergodic (every measurable function /(«) with f(Tco)=f ((o) a.e. is constant a.e.). For measure preserving transformations 17 and 17' we write 17 = 17' if P(UcQ^U'o)) = Q and U^U' otherwise. A measure preserving transformation 17 of (O 5 S, P) is called a p-ih root of TQ?^2) if l/* = T. A 1-parameter group {If,} of measure preserving transformations of (Q, S3, P) (i.e. 17, +s = 17,17 S for -oo < f, s < -f oo) is called a measurable flow if (co, i)-»U t a) is a measurable mapping from £2 x R onto £2. If there exists a measurable flow {U t } with 17! = T, Tis said to be embeddable in a measurable flow. The existence of a p-th root or an embedding measurable flow has been one of problems in ergodic theory. It is obvious that the existence of an embedding measurable flow of T implies the existence of a p-th root of Tfor every p^2 and also that a p-ih root of T(if exists) and an embedding measurable flow of T(if exists) are ergodic.
flow of some kind of ergodic transformation by determining its centralizer. A transformation U in C(T) is called to commute irrationally with Tif T n^Um except for n = m=0. Whether an ergodic transformation commuting irrationally with given ergodic transformation exists or does not is a new problem.
Blum and Friedman [1] , [2] discussed the existence problem of roots for ergodic transformations with discrete spectrum and constructed, for instance, an example of such transformation without any roots. Chacon [3] , [4] gave an example of an ergodic transformation with continuous spectrum having no square root and one having no roots. Ornstein [10] gave an example of ergodic transformation T with C(T) = {T n : nzZ] which, in consequence, has no roots nor an ergodic transformation commuting irrationally with it. In [11] he showed that every Bernoulli shift is embeddable in a measurable flow. In Section 2 using the property of an invariant % v of a transformation U in C(T) which was introduced by T. Hamachi [6] we study the existence problem of a p-th root and an embedding measurable flow for ergodic transformations with pure point spectra. We show also that for an ergodic transformation with pure point spectrum there exists an ergodic transformation which commutes irrationally with it. In Section 3 we determine the C(T) for a kind of transformations and give the following examples of ergodic transformations: (1) one not having any root, (2) one having only square root but no others, (3) one having a 2"-th root for any positive integer n but no others, (4) one having a n-th root for any positive integer n but not embeddable in a measurable flow, and (5) one whose commutant is not commutative. In Section 4 we give two examples of normalizers of ergodic non-singular transformations; one of them is one not having a square root and the other is one having any root but not embeddable in a measurable flow.
The author would like to thank I. Miyawaki for his contribution to the proof of Theorem 6 (2). § 2. Invariant % v and Transformation with Pure Point Spectra Let T be an ergodic measure preserving transformation of a Lebesgue measure space (Q, 23, P), P(Q)= 1. A number 7 in the unit interval [0, 1) and a function/ y (co) are called a point spectrum and an eigenfunction, respectively, of Tiff y (To}) = Qxp(2niy)f y (co) for a.e. co in Q and |/ y (co)| = l. We denote by S p (T) the set of all point spectra of T. It is a countable subgroup of [0, 1) with respect to the additive operation modulo 1. 
Proof. Obvious from Lemma 1.
Lemma 3. (1) For U and V in C(T) Iuv(y} = 7.u(y) + lv(y) (modi) for y in S p (T).

Especially, Xu»(y) -n Xu(y) (mod 1) for y in S p (T) and n in Z.
(2) Xr(y) = y fory in S p (T).
Proof. Obvious.
Theorem 4 ([2]). // \\n is in S p (T) for some integer n with (n, p)^l then there is no p-th root of T, where (n, p) is the greatest common measure of n and P-
Proof. Assume that there is a p-th root U of T. Since px v (y) = y (mod 1) for y in S p (T), there is an integer q such that i v (\ln) = (\ + nq)lnp. Since /i^t / (l/fi) = 0, (1 +nq)jp is an integer, contradiction to (/?, p)^\.
An ergodic measure preserving transformation T of a Lebesgue measure space (Q, 93, P), P(Q)= 1 is said to have pure point spectra if there is a complete orthonormal system of L 2 (Q, P) consisting of eigenfunctions of T.
Lemma 5, Let T be an ergodic measure preserving transformation of a Lebesgue measure space (Q, S3, P), P(Q) = i with pure point spectra.
(1) The mapping U-*% v is one to one from C(T) onto the group consisting of all homomorphismsfrom S p (T) into [0, 1).
(2) //Xu(y}~® implies y = 0, then U is ergodic. Proof. (1) We denote by S P (T) the character group of S P (T) and by <7, #>, 7 in S P (T), g in S p (T) an inner product which is a bilinear form with absolute value 1. Let a be an element in S P (T) defined by <y, ay=Qxp(2niy) for y in S P (T) and identify it with the translation g-+g + a of S P (T). By HalmosNeumann theorem [5] there is a measure preserving mapping W from (O, 23, P) onto S P (T) with the Haar measure such that g + a = WTW~1g for a.e. g in S P (T). Proof.
l -oo<£<+oo, then {</>J is a 1-parameter measurable group of homomorphisms from S p (T) into [0, 1) with (^(7) = 7 for 7 in S P (T). Hence, by Lemma 5 (4) Tis embeddable in a measurable flow.
(2) We show first a proof of (2) in case of prime p (Blum and Friedman [2] ) for completeness of the discussion, and next, one in case of not prime p.
Let F be a maximal subgroup of [0, 1) such that F includes S p (T) and that njp is not in F for n = l, 2,..., p-1. We show that there exists a homomorphism 0 from F into itself such that p$(y) = y for y in F. It is enough to see that for any y in F there exists uniquely an integer n, n = 0 y I,..., p-1 such that (y + n)/p is in F. If there is 7 in F such that (y + n)/p is not in F for any n = ®, !,..., p -1, then {my/p + rj: meZ, ??eF} is a subgroup of [0, 1) including F and does not contain n/p for any w = l, 2,...,]? -1. This contradicts to the maximality of F. The uniqueness follows easily from that n/p is not in F for any n = l, 2,..., P-I. (7))" 0)) for 7 in S p (T). Then we have ^(7) -7 for 7 in S p (T) and by Lemma 5 (3) there is a p-th root of T. Proof. By Lemma 5 (5) it is enough to construct a homomorphism 0 from S P (T) into [0, 1) such that 0(y) = 0 implies y = 0 and such that l(j)(y) = my for y in S P (T) implies / = m = 0.
( Let r be a torsion free countable abelian group and G the character group of F which is a separable compact abelian group. We denote by <y, g>, y eT, e G their inner product and by dg the Haar measure on G. We note that an endomorphism (automorphism) a of G determines uniquely an endomorphism (automorphism, respectively) a of F by <y, <T(g)> = <<j(y), #>, yeF, geG, and vice versa. We denote by End (G) and End (r) the sets of all endomorphisms of G and r, respectively. is an element a in G such that / y ( 7(0, g')) = (y 9 ocyf y (g, g') for (0, 0') in Gx G. From/ y (7(0, ^/)) = < (7 J 0 + a > there is a mapping 0 from GxG onto G such that
V(g, g') = (9 + *, $(g, 9'
}} for (g, g') in GxG. From VU^n =U. t^V we have .i,to^')) = ^^/) + ^ + a) + f/ for te,0') in GxG. Put V (g, g   r ) in G x G. Hence, <y, cr(a)> is in exp(27izS p (l/ (7>Aj , 7 )) for any y in F. By (2) there is an element £(y) in F such that <y, <r(a)> = <£(y), A> for y in F. From the property of A, 6 is an endomorphism of F and <r(a) = ^ (g, g   1 ) in G x G, we have 0(U a^n (g, g')) = 0(g 9 g') for (g, g' ) in G x G. From i co in Q by <g, c0>=exp(27nm(co 0 + fr>i + /? 1 co 2 H ^PiP 2 '"Pn-i°}n)IPiP2'"Pn)'> where o> n is the n-th coordinate of co. Then Q is the dual of Q 0 with respect to the inner product <g, co>. The adding operation in Q defined by <g, co-f co'> = <g, co) <^, co'>, qEQ 0 , co, co'eO may be called a generalized adding machine. The Haar measure P on (2 is the infinite direct product daj 0 xYl™=i {l/p, |5 l/p n ,..., 1/pJ. Let (^ be the set of all rational numbers of the form m/Xl)"
(g, g') = , 9')-9'> then Y(V 0fXt J0, g'))=Y(g, g') + a(*) for
(A). Put 0(g, g') = @(g, g'} -g' -d(g) for
(1) K 2 )" (2) '"X^)" 
(5) If there is a p-th root of T, p is in Q 2 -(6)
There is an ergodic measure preserving transformation which commutes irrationally with T.
Proof.
(1) and (2) follow from Theorem 9. .., p n -1} be the compact abelian group as same as one in Theorem 10. For an element A in Q such that <y, A> = 1 implies 7 = 0 define transformations Tand U of QxQ by T(co, a/) = (CD + 2A, CD' + 2co) and I7(co 3 co') = (co + A, co' + co) for (co, co') in fi x Q. Then by Theorem 10 T is ergodic and 17 in C(T). By the same discussion as one in the proof of Theorem 10 (3) a measurable flow in C(T) has the form l/ a(f) (o), co') = (co, co' + a(f)) 5 where a(f) is a 1-parameter subgroup of Q. Hence, by Lemma 11 (2) a measurable flow in C({TJ) has the form T pt U tt(t )(a) 9 co' 3 u) = (cQ + 2n&, co'+ 2na} + 2n(n-l)l + oc(t) 9 u + pt-cri) if en u + pt<c(n + l), where ft is a constant. Since /l^2HA for any integer n, Û Tp t U a(t} for any t, that is, U which is in C({T t }) is not embeddable in a measurable flow in C({TJ). Since 17 has a p-th root in C(T) for every p^2 as seen in Example 3, there exists a non-commutative dynamics with characteristic ({TJ, U) which has a p-th root for every p^2 but which is not embeddable in a measurable flow.
